Monster transmission turbo 400

The Turbo SSMega Monster transmission is ideal for vehicles powered by engines producing up
to horsepower using pump gasoline. SS Mega Monster Transmissions Engineered to Dominate,
the Turbo SS Mega Monster transmission is tough enough to withstand the rigors of even the
toughest street machines delivering tire-spinning shifts race after race. It is ideal for vehicles
powered by engines producing up to horsepower using pump gasoline. In either mode, you get
a racetrack shift that bangs through the gears giving you all the right to say "Eat My Shift! When
you use the manual gear selection feature, the SS Mega Monster upshifts and downshifts when
you move the shift lever, please note, in order to have complete control of the RPM shift timing
you must upgrade to a full manual valvebody. When you select the normal drive position, the
transmission retains its firm, automatic shifts for the ease of driving you look for in an
automatic transmission. The SS Mega Monster Transmission features: the latest technology in
our industry with only the best internal components for increased strength, dependable
performance and monster torque capacity. All Monster transmissions are custom made in the
USA and quality checked to ensure your peace of mind. For the system to operate properly, all
throttle linkage, vacuum lines and kick-down components must be connected and adjusted
properly. Certain vehicle specific extension-housings may not be available with this unit. In
most cases, you will be required to swap your original extension-housing this will NOT void
your warranty. The cookie settings on this website are set to 'allow all cookies' to give you the
very best experience. Please click Accept Cookies to continue to use the site. Availability:
Product Available. Level 3 Aggressive race style shifts. Popular Accessories These have been
Discounted for your transmission package! Transmission Flush - Dr. Write a Review. Add to
Wish List. Follow Us. Great trans love the full manual valve body with with engine braking and it
takes all the abuse I can throw at it. Monster Transmissions are great, Eat My Shift! They do a
great job. Thank you guys! My customer service rep really helped out in looking up parts for me
and everything at Monster Transmission. I bought my transmission package last year. And I
needed some extra parts. There are no reviews for this product! Related Items Quick View. Add
To Cart. Quick View. ViziKoat Pattern for Your Transmission. Recently Viewed Items. Stay
Connected. Accept Cookies. One of the largest questions amongst Chevy guys is T H vs. Which
one is better. Even though they have been out of production for decades, there is still a strong
demand for them. Their simplicity and durability make them attractive to people in the LS swap
community. They are certainly are both great transmissions. They share the same bolt housing
patterns, and often came behind the same engine types. The TH also found itself in many heavy
duty trucks and vans. Tunnel modification can come into play on some of the smaller cars. The
TH uses a mechanical kick down switch, whereas the TH uses an electric one. The electric kick
down is much easier to set up, espescially if you are doing an LS Swap ,. They do both have an
aluminum case , and three forward gears. Although the gear ratios are nominally different.
Neither transmission has any sort of computer control to it, nor did they use locking converters.
A lot of people claim that he TH has less drivetrain loss than the TH, which means that all things
being equal, the TH is going to get more power to the rear wheels from an engine with equal
power. This is due to more rotating weight existing in the larger TH case. The Turbo weights
pounds while a Turbo weighs almost These folks have had decades to get all the flaws and
weakness out of it. The electric kick down is much easier to set up, espescially if you are doing
an LS Swap , They do both have an aluminum case , and three forward gears. Which one is right
for you? Thank you for reading! Length from Bellhousing to Tailshaft. The appropriate flexplate,
crank adapter and required bolts are also included so a standard GM converter with a small bolt
circle drops right in. Standard gear ratio is the OEM 2. Core charge and shipping crate are
included in the price of these transmissions. Brake in 1st and 2nd. If you are a qualified
transmission builder, ask about our new line of Lock-Up transmission components for the T In
order to be considered for this program, you must be a qualified performance business located
at a commercial location. A business license and Tax ID number are required. Please note: Lock
up parts are not returnable and not for individual sale! Case modifications are required. Option
prices listed are available only at the time of order or while your T is being built. With this new,
hard to find replacement pin and clip, there will be no more headaches from digging through old
cases for rusted up used pins! Save money when you buy your transmission and converter
together! Other components and a variety of options are also available. Supercharged Vasco
input and intermediate shafts, hardened stator tube, 36 element severe duty direct drum. Both
converters feature 5-axis billet aluminum back cover, dual o-ring sealing, optional Nissan style
pump and multiple stator designs. A bronze pilot option is also available. T Build Options Prices good only on installed items. Must add one of the following:. Chevy, Ford, Mopar and
Toyota bellhousings available. Heavy-duty T6 cast aluminum case meeting SFI 4. CNC
machined minimum depth valve body passages yield extremely fast transbrake releases and
quicker shift times. Features additional center support lugs to provide additional 2nd gear

strength, with a modified pressure plate supplied. Provisions for three extra bolts added to help
secure the center support and intermediate pressure plate. Roller bearing for output shaft
bushing available by request. Part Number. SB Mopar. SB Ford, Tooth. T Roller bearings
Description. This direct replacement piece is yellow zinc plated for maximum corrosion
protection. Includes serrated flange nuts for improved holding capacity. Park Pawl Release
Spring Description. Spring for Manual Valve Lever Description. TH Center Support The
upgraded center support for the Turbo features a bronze bushing that virtually eliminates
premature sprag failure. It is highly recommended for competition applications. Also available
with Teflon coating for aluminum drums Description. Follow ATI. Each transmission is custom
built to our customers application. With high quality components. Our transmissionsare all
extensively modified to be highly competitive and very durable. Weather it is a drag racing,
circle track, offroad or street. We have the transmission for your application. These
transmissions are dyno tested before shipping. We have a full line of components to upgrade
any of these units for big power! Such as specialty planetaries in over 35 different ratios,
aftermarket sfi cases, large diameter input shafts, custom converter pressure manipulation
systems and lock up converter systems. Contact us today for more information on these
upgrades! Our stoutest ! Modified direct aluminum drum with Big sprag that is 3 times larger
than the 34 element. This transmission has the performance, quality,and reliability that Mike's is
famous for! Our Ultimate turbo is specifically modified for use with high horsepower engines
and heavy cars. If you are looking for a durable three speed automatic this is it! This unit is built
with either a forward or reverse manual valve body. Our Competition is specifically modified for
use with high horsepower engines and heavy cars. It has the durability of a competition
transmission. MT SS - Street strip transmission If you don't supply a core there will be an extra
charge added to above price. See core charge page. This feature is currently under
development. To learn more about the ways to appreciate the reviewer please visit A company's
rating is calculated using a mathematical algorithm that evaluates the information in your
profile. The algorithm parameters are: users' rating, number of resolved issues, number of
company's responses etc. The algorithm is subject to change in future. Monster Transmission
was first mentioned on PissedConsumer on Jan 29, and since then this brand received reviews.
Monster Transmission ranks 99 of in Auto Parts and Accessories category. The overall rating of
the company is 1. Recent recommendations regarding this business are as follows: "Please
purchase your transmission from a reputable dealer, not from Monster. Anyone but monster",
"Don't waste your money. Terrible product. The price level of this organization is high according
to consumer reviews. I received a call Dec 10th from the owner of Monster transmission,
Achilles Thomas he told me he had been away on business for most of the summer and just got
back into the office and the first thing he said they showed him was the video I posted on
pissedconsumer. User's recommendation: Please purchase your transmission from a reputable
dealer, not from Monster. This review is from a real person who provided valid contact
information and hasn't been caught misusing, spamming or abusing our website. Check our
FAQ. For more information about PissedConsumer check out our Blog article. The trans pick
details were sent to Phil, my mechanic, but not to me. Can you please check and have both our
emails used for this trans purchase related info. Also, I was sent an advertisement about a trans
cooler flushing They have celebrity endorsements cause they pay them to say whatever. The
idiots on those tv shows dont know squat about cars they are paid to say whatever. Trust me i
know. Lol do you not see all these reviews? Call you credit card company and back charge your
credit card and get your money back and deal with a company who actually has a good
reputation this place is a scam. The number is on the back of your card and you dont need there
used parts. This is there normal, call and back charge your credit card the owner hates that.
Coming Soon. Monster Transmission A company's rating is calculated using a mathematical
algorithm that evaluates the information in your profile. Total reviews. New reviews. What is
your customer experience with Monster Transmission? Submit review. Monster Transmission
Overview Monster Transmission was first mentioned on PissedConsumer on Jan 29, and since
then this brand received reviews. View full Monster Transmission overview. Monster
Transmission Overview. Rating Details rated reviews. View all criteria. Rating Details. Price
Affordability. Delivery Service. Turnaround Time. Value for money. Product or Service Quality.
Exchange, Refund and Cancellation Policy. Discounts and Special Offers. Advertised vs
Delivered. Layout of Store. Mailing Address:. Brooksville, Florida Reviews 0. Show reviews that
mention. Filter review. Resolved: 2 transmissions later and still not fixed! Explore video
interviews. Update by user Jan 17, Comment Thanks Helpful 19 Not helpful 0. PissedConsumer
Nov 28, Reply 1 0. View more comments. Resolved Featured. Location Rio Linda, California.
Product General Motors Th Transmission. Reason of review Damaged or defective. Share Share
Tweet. Most helpful review. Daniel b Nov 07, Purchased the 4r 4wd Diesel trans, with billet

converter and forward drum including their fluid and cooler. It showed up and was disappointed
from the start I open the pan to inspect my 5k Comment Thanks Helpful 0 Not helpful 0.
PissedConsumer Jul 04, That is monster transmissions Location Brooksville, Florida. Reason of
review Bad quality. PissedConsumer 2 days ago. Garbage build, refuse to honor warranty. The
build they sent me which was not what I ordered failed on initial road test paid for 3 year
warranty. Warranty department would not resolve my claim for approximately 9 months.
Monster would not respond to Better Business Bureau. Monster warranty representatives will
no longer respond to me and won't allow other representatives to help me. I'm in the process of
hiring a lawyer. Please do not buy from them! View full review. Pros Are courteous while
screwing you over. Cons Lips move a lot Warranty policy impossible to adhere to without going
broke Order processing time. Preferred solution Full refund. Guy H Feb Monetary loss, poor
service , lies and to protect others. Purchased 4l 80 e with all the bells and whistles. From get
go, no dip stick, wrong oil pan, not enough fluid, bad seals. Blew tranny in miles. They paid
shipping but refused to tell me why it blew , cost me more in labor and tows. Refused to
warranty further beyond original 90 days. Ignored calls, bounced between associates, lied to me
over and over again. User's recommendation: Please save your hard earned money buy
elsewhere. Anyone but monster. Comment Thanks Helpful 1 Not helpful 0. Would like to warn
future customers. We purchased a monster transmission years ago for our Mustang. It's a show
car, so we haven't driven it much When it was first received, it didn't work correctly, so we
trailered it down to Location Franklin, North Carolina. Ordered TH transmission less than a year
ago and it is destroyed. Ordered a TH transmission on February 27, and transmission has failed
already in January and is no longer producing forward motion I am having no luck with getting
them to replace it. All they want is for me to pay for removal shipping and everything else when
they did not provide the promised product from the shop. Comment Thanks Helpful 3 Not
helpful 0. Perry M Feb 13 Trash products. Probably only send the real rebuilt Transmissions to
tv shows. Tim H Jan Paid for a transmission that didn't work off the crate. Buyer beware, this
company is bad. My mechanic installed it for me and yes he is certified. The first thing Preferred
solution Price reduction. Pissed Consumer Your trust is our top priority. Please support us to
help maintain our independence and integrity. If you decide tomleave a review for Monster
Transmission please make sure you leave that same review at Lead Foot City on google, pissed
consumer and anywhere else. They created a new name for the same company yo screw more
people over cause there old name was tainted so badly. Comment Thanks Helpful 2 Not helpful
0. Just want to update If monster in some way has screwed you call your credit card company
and file a dispute on the charges. Notice also how they are paying for reviews on other sources,
this is the same company that hires employees to sit at a desk and do reviews. Cons Too many
to post Very poor product Customer service. Mandel Dec 17, I would like to know more about
this and be a part of this. If somebody could point me in the right direction I would greatly
appreciate it! Brandon H Dec 03, Bad solenoid pack out the box. When I received it, I had to
save a little more money to pay my mechanic for the labor. By the time my mechanic was done,
and he told me my solenoid pack was bad, Location Anaheim, California. Latest Question
Kelsey The trans pick details were sent to Phil, my mechanic, but not to me. Monster
Transmission Questions. Scott H Nov 25, Pissed off customer and garbge product and service.
Bought and AOD beefed up with a stallt for my 69 Torino with a crate motor. My installer put it in
and fired her up and had 80 plus pounds of line pressure. He called Monster and they said it
was fine and to drive it. Well, it only went 5 mph and would not Cons Junk product. Donald m
Oct 27, Bad transmission. PissedConsumer Dec 18, Reply 2 0. Cons Poor quality trans. The
company is a scam. I can promise you all of there positive reviews are bought and paid for and
not true. The nevative reviews are legit and this company is an absolute scam. User's
recommendation: Dont buy from these losers. Cant get eta. PissedConsumer Oct 11, Pros Dont
have any yet. Cons Product. Preferred solution Let the company propose a solution. Tim S Sep
23, Received Defective Product. After Purchasing the transmission, I was forced to pay core
charge because they did not want mine back. Received transmission with paint chips and
damaged trans cooler It engages, but doesn't backup because it torques up. User's
recommendation: Look Elsewhere. They answer phones for new orders only. Pros Yup cant
even think of one Nice paper weight. Cons Lake of quality control and testing. Preferred
solution Pay shipping to return and redeliver, correctly resolve trans issue, remove core charge
and keep warranty. Discount for losses. Stan E Sep 21, Warning others. Bought a rebuilt 4L70E
from Monster. It was built with a faulty front seal. No way they really tested it. It blew out at mile
I took it to a local shop who pulled trans and diagnosed. He was pretty amused this was
considered a robust build. He rebuilt it right and Pros Quick to take your money. Cons Are cons
Trans had less than 50 miles on it and grenaded. Preferred solution I know full refund won't
happen. Partial would be a good gesture. Thank You for Your Reply! We are processing your

message. It's inappropriate or not family friendly. This business is closed or doesn't exist. It's
posted to the wrong business. It's a duplicate by the same member or copied text. It contains
commercial or promotional content. It includes private information. Sexual exploitation of
children. I am affiliated with this business and need to report something about this review or
business. Full Name Job Title Email. Issue Description. I am the author of review and would like
to remove it. If you wish that your prior post be removed, submit a notarized letter. I want to
report something else. Send report Cancel. I am the author of comment and would like to
remove it. Claim Business Follow Search. Write a review. Do you have something to say about
Monster Transmission? What happened? What can we help you with? Submit review Don't
show this popup. Terms of Service. I agree to TOS Cancel. Your question might be answered by
sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are
posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. It is a 3-spd automatic transmission
and is also available with a manual shift valve body. It is a high performance transmission and
will shift as ordered. Harsh or Just above stock. It is for cars and trucks with up to HP. If you
have nitrous or a turbo, please let us know. Our transmissions have been modified with updates
and bulletins, so your Patriot transmission will last longer than the original factory
transmission. Our warranty is one of the best in the industry. We custom build transmissions
GM factory certified technicians Investing in a quality built Patriot transmission will provide you
with years of value and peace of mind! Warranty Our No BS warranty is one of the best in the
business. Extended warranties are available for an additional investment. Skip to main content.
Usually ships within 6 to 10 days. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure.
We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your
information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. This fits your. Customers
who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page.
Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a
problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information
Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and answers.
Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how
recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to
verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top review from the United States.
There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. See
all reviews. Pages with related products. See and discover other items: gm turbo parts. There's
a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with
Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a
language for shopping. Monster Transmission. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs.
Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from
Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account.
AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go.
ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer
Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can
trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might
be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make
sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Call for Details.
Monster Transmission will contact you for more vehicle information to ensure an accurate fit.
Skip to main content. Currently unavailable. We don't know when or if this item will be back in
stock. Visit the Monster Transmission Store. This fits your. Register a free business account.
Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again
later. Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See
questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. No customer reviews. Pages with related
products. See and discover other items: chevy transmission parts. There's a problem loading
this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime.
Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy
Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it

on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers,
or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a
question. Please enter a question. Call for Details. Monster Transmission will contact you for
more vehicle information to ensure an accurate fit. Skip to main content. Currently unavailable.
We don't know when or if this item will be back in stock. Visit the Monster Transmission Store.
This fits your. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem
completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical
Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and answers. Customer
reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a
review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. No customer reviews. Pages with related products. See and discover other
items: gm turbo parts , chevy transmission parts. There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life. Of course, there have been a host of other off season changes on the car, as well,
including the very ingredient that gets all of the power from the ProCharger F1-X-equipped, Late
Model Engines-prepared cubic inch LSX mill to the chassis â€” that being an all-new three
speed Turbo transmission from the drag racing driveline geniuses at Hughes Performance in
Arizona. You may recall that in December, we published a story along the very same lines,
guiding you step-by-step through a custom-built Powerglide and converter package build, that
will find its way into our Project Fugly wagon this summer. Before we get into the build, you
may be wondering why the Turbo has become a go-to automatic transmission for so many race
teams, from fast bracket racers all the way up to 4, horsepower Pro Modifieds. Many recognize it
as a production tranny from GM but what makes it so suitable this environment? The Turbo At A
Glance. The Turbo transmission, known officially as the Turbo-Hydramatic and commonly
referred to as simply the TH, was part of a family of automatic transmissions developed and
produced by GM. It was designed with a three-element turbine torque converter mated to a
epicyclic planetary geartrain, thus delivering three forward speeds plus reverse. Even the
factory gear sets can handle upwards of 2, horsepower without an issue, which is unheard of
out of any other transmission. What makes the three-speed variant popular in a drag racing
environment, particularly in a supercharged combination like BlownZ, is that it gives you better
gear splits, or gear ratios. As Nichols further explained, using BlownZ as a primary example,
centrifugal superchargers are very sensitive to boost drop, and the three-speed Turbo naturally
lands itself to that with the lower RPM drop on the gear changes. This same concept applies, as
well, to other power adder applications and even those running naturally-aspirated. Even the
factory gear sets can handle upwards of 2, horsepower. The two-speed Turbo , likewise, is
necessary for applications where one needs to take ratio away, compare dot what the
Powerglide can offer. The venerable Powerglide, long regarded as the bulletproof, go-to drag
racing transmission, has slowly gained some company from the Turbo , as Nichols went on to
tell us. From left to right, top to bottom are: valve body, output shaft, pump stator, planetary
gear sets, rear band, pump body and gears, direct drum, direct clutch pack, forward drum and
input shaft, forward clutch hub, direct clutch hub, direct clutch pack, intermediate pressure
plate, intermediate clutch pack. The construction of this particular case is superior in strength
to OEM cases, and in fact, does not require any external safety shields. The case features an
extension housing with improved strength over stock, and has a roller bearing instead of a
bushing for lower drag. Left The transmissions' rear band. Center The forward, direct, and
intermediate clutch packs. Right A look at the hard anodized, billet aluminum direct drum with
Pro Mod element intermediate sprag. Moving on to the internals, Hughes Performance uses a
high static rear band in all of their TH builds, intended specifically for drag racing use. These
feature a heavy-duty, carbon-based lining that creates a high co-efficient of friction for the
utmost in holding ability while on the transbrake. Next are the forward, direct, and intermediate
clutch packs â€” a combination of red racing forward and direct clutch packs and High Energy
frictions intermediate clutch packs. The red racing frictions, according to Nichols, provide
outstanding grip and durability in high horsepower applications, having been used in
combinations exceeding 3, flywheel horsepower. The High Energy frictions are likewise

exceptionally durable and provide a cushion as they apply, resulting in less shock to the
intermediate sprag. Another reason for the use of the billet drum is preventing a drum explosion
in the event that it would go into an overspeed condition when shifting from high gear into
neutral under load, where drum speed can nearly double. Cast iron, in this situation, would
simply explode at the nearly 14, RPM it might see. The hard anodizing of the direct drum
increases the surface hardness, giving it more longevity. Hughes also uses a direct clutch apply
piston and direct piston return spring retainer in their builds. From left to right Inside view of
hard anodized, billet aluminum direct drum, the custom ratio planetary gear sets, the planetary
output carrier, and the planetary reaction carrier. Inside the transmission are custom ratio
planetary gear sets. Hughes offers several ratio options in their two- and three-speed builds, all
featuring billet aluminum construction for the carriers and billet steel for the actual gears. The
gears have straight-cut teeth for strength, proving themselves well in cars over 3, horsepower
and 3, lbs. Clockwise from top left The planetary sun gear, planetary ring gear, torque converter
fluid feed restrictor where fluid is routed from the front pump through the stator body into the
converter , and the pump stator. That brings us to the planetary output carrier, or the rear-most
gear set in a TH planetary assembly. The square notches in the outer shell of the gear set allow
for parking pawl engagement, which is a design required because the gear set increases in size
when the ratio is reduced, and thus the OEM lug design cannot be retained for parking pawl
engagement. In the planetary reaction carrier â€” the front-most gear set â€” the rear band
engages on the outside of the carrier, making for a smoother outer shell. The rear band is
applied along with the forward clutch pack to create a reverse gear, and in unison with the
forward and direct clutch pack, creates the transbrake feature on a TH The planetary sun gear,
meanwhile, rides between the planetary reaction and planetary output carriers, and is driven by
the sun shaft through the large inner spline inside the gear. The output shaft also locates the
planetary output carrier through the square-cut lugs in the outer shell of the housing. The pump
stator in the TH forms the rear half of the front pump assembly. According to Nichols, Hughes
resurfaces each pump stator in every transmission build, which they consider a critical step in
the process, as it will warp over time. Fluid leaks between these components will result in a loss
of line pressure, air leaks between them will result in cavitation of the front pump, and both
conditions together can be extremely detrimental to transmission and torque converter function
and longevity. When excess charge pressure is generated into the torque converter it can then
be physically thrust forward from that high fluid pressure. Enough thrust force can potentially
be generated that damage will occur to the crankshaft thrust bearing and crankshaft thrust
surface inside the engine. Engines with relatively small thrust bearing surfaces such as the LSX
and Ford modular platforms are particularly sensitive to this issue when using a TH behind one
of these engines. This acts to reduce the forward thrust motion of the converter. As well, a
torque converter feed balance circuit, an additional fluid passage, is added to create a balance
in the converter fluid feed circuit. The back of the pump houses the pressure regulator
assembly and provides a fluid feed to the forerd drum for application of the forward clutch pack.
From there, the billet steel intermediate shaft, made of a proprietary material, is installed. As we
pointed out earlier, this is one of the most stressed parts of a TH, with its shaft joining the
forward clutch hub to the ring gear. The shaft is designed with an oversize spline that delivers a
more positive and stronger joint between the input shaft and the forward drum, preventing the
spline from stripping inside the forward drum. From left The pump body and gear set for the
transmission, the billet intermediate shaft, billet steel input shaft with forward drum, and the
transbrake valve body assembly, which has a reverse shift pattern P-R-N We then move to the
all-important transbrake valve body assembly. These have a reverse P-R-N pattern. The billet
steel constructions also reduces flex. It also has an O-ring equipped drain plug for easy fluid
servicing at the track. Having looked in-depth at many of the components going into this
transmissions, assembly of the build begins with installation of the intermediate shaft into the
rear ring gear which is located inside the planetary output carrier. The shaft is retained to the
ring gear by a simple snap ring. The Hughes team installs the output shaft into the back of the
planetary output carrier, also retained by a snap ring. The planetary sun gear is placed into the
output carrier, which is then joined to the planetary reaction carrier. With these steps complete,
the gear train assembly is ready for installation into the Reid case. Left The planetary sun gear
is installed into the output carrier, and the planetary reaction carrier is joined to the output
carrier. Right Once the gear train has been placed into the transmission case we can then move
on to installing the center support. Once the center support is in the transmission case, the
intermediate clutch pack is then installed and retained by its large snap ring. The center support
houses the intermediate apply piston. Once in the case, the center support, which is intended to
support the gear train, the direct and forward drums, and the sun shaft, and the intermediate
shaft, is installed. Gear train play is verified and set at this stage. We modify the center support

to dual feed the direct frictions with fluid which exponentially increases the holding ability of the
direct clutch pack. With the center support in, the intermediate clutch pack then follows. This
pack, as Nichols tell us, is retained in the case by a large snap ring. The center support houses
the intermediate apply piston, with fluid being routed by the valve body through the center
support to apply the intermediate clutch pack through the apply piston. This process is begun
by installing the direct clutch pack in to the direct drum, which is then placed into the
transmission. With the intermediate clutch pack in the case, it's time to install the direct and
forward drums. With the direct drum in, the assembly process is continued by placing the
forward clutch hub into the forward drum, installing the forward clutch pack into the forward
drum, and finishing the forward drum assembly with installation of the direct clutch hub and the
snap ring that retains it. The entire forward drum assembly can then be installed into the
transmission case, with care taken to align the inner teeth of the frictions with the drive teeth
located on the outside of the direct drive clutch pack. Here you can see the installation of the
internal shift linkage, parking pawl, rear servo, valve body, oil filter pick-up tube, oil filter, and
the transmission pan. With the direct and forward drums installed, the main assembly of the TH
is completed by installing the front pump, with drum end-play verified at this stage. With the
rotating assembly of the transmission finished, the internal shift linkage, parking sprawl, rear
servo, valve body, oil filter pick-up tube, oil filter, and transmission pan are installed, bringing
the build-up to a crescendo. Hughes Performance tests every transmission they build, verifying
line pressure, shift function, transbrake function, and fluid flow through the cooler circuit during
the dyno test, in which they also run it up to proper operating temperature. The dyno test
procedure also serves to break in the transmission so that it is ready to use and race once
installed in the
2009 mdx acura
2009 ford escape user manual
briggs and stratton v twin wiring diagram
customers vehicle. Here, you can see the Power Automedia team raising the new running gear
up into place behind the blown LSX mill. A special thanks to Pete Nichols and all the staff at
Hughes Performance, who made this informative trip through the construction of their Turbo
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